CNN and Ericsson Reveal Key Findings From Joint
International Mobile TV Research Study
•
•
•

MOBILE TV TOPS CONSUMER WISH LIST FOR NEW HANDSETS
NEWS LEADS GENRE VIEWING PATTERNS
PHOTO TECHNOLOGY RANKS HIGHEST FOR FREQUENCY OF USE

3GSM Barcelona 12 February 2008: Mobile TV use is set to surge due to strong consumer
demand, with the service ranked as the number one application users want on their phone,
according to a consumer behaviour study conducted by Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC) and the #1
international news broadcaster, CNN. The results show more than a third (34%) of respondents
ranking TV as the most in-demand application and almost half (44%) of the respondents poised to
adopt mobile TV in the next two years.
Key findings also revealed that photo and video messaging look to be set for wide-scale adoption
as consumer pricing and functionality improves. 57% of respondents use photo technology to send
and receive images on a monthly basis, making it the most popular activity. This trend is mirrored
by popularity of CNN International’s user-generated content service iReport, which launched in
2006. The service garnered 50,000 submissions, including mobile phone footage and images,
from 189 countries worldwide in its first twelve months, driving the worldwide trend for ‘citizen
journalism’ and giving audiences a deeper connection to network news.
According to the report, nearly one in four (24%) current mobile TV users watch daily with around
half (52%) tuning in on a weekly basis. At 77%, news leads genre viewing patterns, followed by
scheduled television at 48%.
“The results of this research underscores CNN’s commitment to lead the rapidly changing trends
that influence the way our audience consumes content”, commented Didier Mormesse, SVP CNN
International Ad Sales Research, Development & Audience Insight. “We’ve enjoyed considerable
growth in our mobile business over the past few years and continue to invest in industry-leading
initiatives and new services. Research like this enables us to really get under the skin of what our
consumers want, so our digital strategy satisfies our audience’s appetite for top quality news
content when they’re on the move.”

Jan Wäreby, Senior Vice President and Head of Business Unit Multimedia Ericsson, says:
“Although still in its infancy, mobile TV is clearly set to emerge as a popular service within the next
few years. Driven by consumer appetite for the service, together with new usage patterns, mobile
TV represents one of the biggest networked multimedia opportunities for cable and telecoms
operators.”
In 2007, CNN International unveiled its new ad supported mobile service. CNN Mobile allows users
to stay informed wherever they are and even access CNN’s ‘In The Field’ blogs from the network’s
international correspondents. CNN International’s investment in meeting the needs of changing
audience consumption habits included the implementation of a digital research group in 2007 to
measure how audiences are consuming CNN across non-linear devices such as the internet,
mobile and IPTV. CNN International’s recent digital initiatives include content sharing partnerships
with top tier web-TV programming portals and a re-branding of CNN.com. At a time when
advertisers are looking for innovative multi-platform brand solutions, CNN International can provide
insight into its global users, media and market trends, as well as providing accurate data to clients
internationally.
About CNN International
CNN International continues to be the international news channel of choice for reaching the
European elite, leading all international news channels in all measurements (EMS Select 2007),
and is also market leader for combined TV and online monthly reach, confirming its position as the
channel that best reaches the ‘upscale global citizen’ in the digital age. The CNN brand continues
to evolve to meet the needs of its international audience. In addition to its flagship television
services and international website, CNN.com/international, CNN is also distributed across a range
of IPTV and VOD services including Joost, YouTube, Dailymotion, Jalipo and Vingo TV and
accessible on mobile devices through CNN Mobile.
About Ericsson
Ericsson is the world's leading provider of technology and services to telecom operators. The
market leader in 2G and 3G mobile technologies, Ericsson supplies communications services and
manages networks that serve more than 185 million subscribers. The company’s portfolio
comprises mobile and fixed network infrastructure, and broadband and multimedia solutions for
operators, enterprises and developers. The Sony Ericsson joint venture provides consumers with
feature-rich personal mobile devices.
Ericsson is advancing its vision of ‘communication for all’ through innovation, technology, and
sustainable business solutions. Working in 175 countries, more than 70,000 employees generated
revenue of USD 27.9 billion (SEK 189 billion) in 2007. Founded in 1876 and headquartered in
Stockholm, Sweden, Ericsson is listed on the Stockholm, London and NASDAQ stock exchanges.

For more information, visit www.ericsson.com or www.ericsson.mobi.
- ENDSNOTES TO EDITORS
Percentages rounded to nearest whole percent.
*Multiple responses recorded, therefore figures exceed 100 percent.
Research conducted for Ericsson and CNN International by Synovate. Sample was 981
respondents. Responses were collected between August 15 and September 15, 2007.
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